288	NOTES
12.	Galileo:  Italian philosopher and astronomer (1564-1642) who made
revolutionary discoveries in  astronomy  which  led  to  the  breakdown of
prevailing beliefs as to the construction of the universe.    He was com
pelled by the Roman Catholic Church to retract his assertion that the
earth  turns  daily  and  revolves  about  the  sun  yearly,   notwithstanding
that his experiments proved the assertion.
33. ibis: a large bird similar to a stork ; sacred among the ancient Egyptians.
page 81. i. Collyndians: a sect of women in Thrace who worshipped the virgin Mary as a goddess, the offering ot cakes being part of their rites.
3. Eucharist: the sacrament of the Lord's Supper in the ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church and in the 'high' Anglican churches.
13.	Saint Augustine:  (354-430) after becoming converted to Christianity
at the age of thirty-two, rose to be one of the foremost figures in the
Church and was bishop of Hippo for many years.    Wrote De Civitah
Dei,  Confessions,  and other works.    The Augustine monastic Order wa
founded in accordance with his writings on Christian community life.
23, 24. a manuscript on the mefficacy of prayer', burnt after Middleton1: death. It was never published and no copy appears to have survived.
25. Cicero: Marcus Tullius C. (106-43 b.c.), Roman orator, philosopher and political leader; consul in 63 b.c. ; led the republican party aftei Caesar's assassination ; put to death by the triumvirate.
32.	stiletto:   an Italian dagger with a thick but narrow blade.
page 84. u.    syllogism:    an   argument   conducted   according   to   the
principles of  logic,    enthymema:   a  rhetorical  argument,   based  merely upon probabilities,    corollary: an inference, deduction, or consequence.
33.	First Cause:  a Christian title for God as Creator of the Universe.
PERICLES AND ASPASIA
Aspasia, mistress of Pericles, whom she, being a foreigner, was unable to marry because of his own law, was represented by Aristophanes and 5ther comic poets as the statesman's political adviser. However much this may have been caricatured, her influence on Pericles and more generally on the emancipation of women was considerable.
The philosopher Anaxagoras was a close friend of Pericles, whose x>litical enemies attacked him indirectly by arresting the philosopher ror religious offences. Through the eloquence of Pericles he1 was acquitted, rat the rest of his life was spent in exile.
Meton was a contemporary Athenian, astronomer chiefly remembered >y his work in chronology.
Cleone was the political opponent of Pericles.'

